Development & Coaching program for
MedTech Leaders & Representatives

Arenaplus has a proven track record of supporting MedTech leaders and teams to reach specific goals.
Feedback from customers shows that we succeed in creating training- and development programs, followed
up with intensive coaching, that fits the individual and also meet the company’s need for growth.

www.arenaplus.dk

A total of 8 days developing training program combined with individual Business Coaching and
Support during the entire process.
1 day
2 days
1 day
4 days

Customer Profiling and understanding customer’s perceptions
Communication in Sales (the spoken words, the written words & body language)
Advanced Sales Technique and execution
Advanced Presentation Technique and how to get the message through

1 Days Training
We provide the team with tools to expand the
awareness and understanding of customer
behaviour, and by doing this we are able to build
stronger customer relations.
The approach is to help the team discover the
value of relation sales and customer loyalty.

The PLUS profiles training was highly focussed and simple enough to
be understood instantly by the team in which to better communicate
with our customers and to understand their needs.
The training is powerful enough for the team to apply the concepts to
their business, and to generate immediate results.
All in all, it has been a well structured and relevant training process,
that has enhanced skills that impact the business and team
motivation.
Arena Plus walk the talk and practice what they preach. The way they
engage with us, is the way we learn to engage with our customers.
They are brilliant at what they do.
Paul Hodge, Division Manager, UK & Ireland

2 Days Training
Reinforcement of continuously using the
techniques and combing these with Business
Coaching and individual support.
Adapting competences in order to develop on
the right level – and work on attitude and mindset of habits in the daily work to achieve better
results.

The training has increased my confidence and made me a better
performer, especially in regards to presenting the product.
I think more about the details now and find myself better in my work
with customers. Fun, which is very important to me - but also hard
work and you definitely see the reward in the end.

Dermot Boyle, Senior Therapy Specialist, UK & Ireland

1 Day Training
We use “live customer cases” that relates to the
team’s daily work and focus on TA (Transaction
Analyses) as a selling tool and how this can
empower their sales and communication skills.
We give the team a serious reminder of their role
and identity in the job – and also how to define
goal.

I enjoyed the training, I especially liked the way ArenaPlus were willing
for us to go off course when we had those light bulb moments while
working with you.
I have been on many similar days and while I wouldn't say what
ArenaPlus presented was completely new I would say it was presented
in a way which was much more dynamic and easier to apply in many
situations.
Martin Townsend, Regional Therapy Manager, UK & Ireland

2 Days Training
On these days we take it to the next level and
lead the team outside their comfort zone,
especially in regards to HOW TO PRESENT them
selves and their product - and hereby eliminate
the risk of underestimating one self.
We focus on how to deliver a good performance
and how this can influence the result in positive
way.

Working with ArenaPlus, I have learned a lot about myself and how I
connect with others. I have also learned the importance of how to
use different approaches, this has developed my communication to
customers, colleagues and management.
ArenaPlus has provided me with tools on how to be to plan and
structure my customer meetings better, in a way that works very
effectively. I use all tools provided, especially how to approach
different customers, so I focus on their needs and not what I think
they need.
Kjersti Andreassen, Territory Manager, Norway

2 Days Training
We increase expectations of their performance
and focus on the fact that a presentation is one
of the most effective and powerful ways to
influence others.
We focus on the importance of how to prepare a
powerful presentation how to build interest and
curiosity – when delivering any kind of message

It has energized a new mental process for me in a way that makes me
reflect more on my approach to the customers, but also to improve
collaboration working in teams = building relations.
I have worked with similar methods before, but what is new and
different, is the link and awareness between me, the customer and the
actual situations. However what has giving me most value, is the
business coaching with Caj between the training sessions, as this has
giving me a lot of new perspectives. Having the conversations between
the training sessions has lifted the whole process to a higher level.
Gisela Rapp, Territory Manager, Sweden

In the Business Coaching and Sparring we work
along with each team member to reinforce the
continuously use of all techniques. We support
and help them solve specific objections and
challenges, internally and externally.
The Business Coaching provides a good chance
to stop and twist and turn thoughts, ideas and
situations with a neutral external Coach/Mentor.

In my search for external inspiration and input, I found ArenaPlus as a
good opportunity to contribute with team building in a new and
different way.
The business coaching for the team members has worked really well,
as it has covered both professional and private areas. This has resulted
in an improvement in team performance and supported my
management initiatives.
Through ArenaPlus we have gained a more homorganic team where
work/life balance has been taking into consideration and at the same
time contribute positively to the revenue for our business. ArenaPlus
has been an important building-block.
Thomas Monby, Business Unit Manager Nordics, UK & Ireland

Arenaplus has developed unique competences in identifying needs
and tailor programs for different MedTech companies in Europe for
the past 6 years.
With a proven track record we inspire and manage people to not
only reach, but also exceed their specific goals.
•
•
•

•
•

Together with the Line Managers we identify individual develop& performance needs for team members
Execute effective sales training, repetition training, coaching and
mentoring which has led to direct increased sales.
Attend customer meetings- & presentations has helped the
team members to strengthen their personal performance and
their relations to customers
Provide constructive feedback to participants, managers and
Line Managers.
Develop customer feedback routines for sales reps to use on
meetings- & presentation, to record and measure sales
effectiveness
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